
How to Enlist the Help of Reluctant Family and Friends to Document 
your Culture and History


When we are excited to find out about our family we often ask family and friends many 
questions. They can feel defensive and as if they are being interrogated.  Here are 
some suggestions to make a successful interview and help everyone enjoy their 
experience.  Note- If you plan to record the interviews always ask if they are ok with that.  Respect any desires for privacy.  I always 
offer to share copies of the information and a family tree when I make one. 


1- Story Questions- Do not ask many factual questions.  It is better to establish trust and ease by 
asking questions that are answered by stories.  If you ever feel like someone does not want to talk 
about something DO NOT PUSH.  There are always difficult past experiences, family secrets or 
uncomfortable facts.  Ask other “light” questions, be sensitive.  


	 A- Ask about a non personal topic first.  You can ask about traditional practices like their traditional 
dress.  Ask how the person learned about this custom and how they keep it.  Example- Can you share with me 
the story of the first time you wore a sari?  Who taught you how to wear a sari and was it normal for you to wear 
it everyday? Ask about other family members and how they wore their traditional dress etc.  While they are 
talking make sure and watch for family names and places to record. 


	 B- Ask about Holy Days, school vacations, and family traditions.  People usually enjoy telling stories 
about their lives and enjoyable past times.  Asking people to tell you about good times is a great way to start.  
Some holidays bring up sad memories though, so be sensitive to this.   For example- What did you do for 
Diwali?  Did your mother ever talk about how she celebrated it in her childhood?  If you feel that any question is 
uncomfortable do not push it and change the subject,  


	 C- Ask about special days in their lives like weddings, births etc.  The topic of marriage and courtship 
are topics to always be sensitive to.  Sometimes hey are fun stories but they can also be difficult.  Never try to 
push for information.  Build a relationship of trust and be respectful.  


	 D- Ask about religions traditions, practices and details about worshipping deity, or ideas about deity.  Be 
especially sensitive about this.  Religious practices and ideas are sacred and special.  They are also so important 
to document whether you share the beliefs or not.


2- Fact Questions- There are times that it is ok to ask lots of fact questions.  Just learn to gauge 
how your interviewee feels.  


	 E- Ask about the average day in the person’s life.  Maybe ask about their life at a certain age or when 
they lived in a certain location.  This is so fun!  Ask lots of fact questions and usually people love sharing their 
past lives.  This is documenting history.  So valuable for younger family members to know. 


	 F- After you have spent some time with the person or if they are very open to sharing then it is a great 
idea to ask lots of fact questions.  Make sure you record the answers.  I have too many times not written 
something down and then forgotten it.  Now, I try to audio record everything so I can go back and hear it again 
to glean the facts.  


Documenting your family’s traditions and culture is so rewarding and valuable.  Interviewing others is a 
great way to learn more.  Always be sensitive and try not to ask too many questions and make people 
feel insecure of your motives.  Also try to be wise about the amount of time you spend.  I find an hour 
or an hour and a half is about the top limit on time.  The saying, “always leave them wanting more” 
works very well!  If you interview till they are tired they are usually hesitant to talk to you again.  


